comfort at work
A cool answer for the
environment at Reflex
The Challenge
It was hot on the 1420 m2 factory floor. Very hot.
Printing presses, UV finishers, cutters and high tech
machinery caused sweltering highs, especially in summer.
Our brief? Keep it cool - with a solution that is good for
the workplace and for the planet. A system that uses little
energy, reduces harmful waste and cost. A mirror to the core
values of Reflex, a leader in sustainable packaging in the UK.

The Solution
Four Cool Breeze QAD230 evaporative coolers with roof
mount vents. Clean and green (they use water not cfc’s),
the QAD230 consumes very little energy and costs up to
90% less than a traditional air conditioner to run.
It is super capable too. Each unit cools 360m2
by up to 16oC with a continual flow of fresh,
flitered air. Hot, stale air is expelled through
roof vents. In less than a month from the
initial enquiry our system was up and
running, and Reflex workers exclaiming
(in jest) “it’s too cold now!”.

The Result
“For the first time we can see what a
well designed evap cooling system can do.
We’ve had evap cooling before, from another
HVAC company, but this is infinitely better.
The Coolbreeze unit is a revelation. Air Ability
are genuine and honest people who were
professional and efficient from start to finsh.
We look forward to working with them again”
Shane Potter, Reflex Labels Limited

Just the job.
Highly recommended.
We were impressed. Air Ability
were good on pricing, knew
what they were talking about
and then delivered on it. They
are clearly engineers at
heart, and good ones.
Shane Potter
Reflex Labels Limited
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